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NEW QUESTION: 1
How does the RIB differ from the FIB?
A. The RIB includes many routes to the same destination prefix.
The FIB contains only the best route
B. The FIB maintains network topologies and routing tables. The
RIB is a Iist of routes to particular network destinations.
C. The FIB includes many routes a single destination. The RIB
is the best route to a single destination.

D. The RIB is used to create network topologies and routing
tables. The FIB is a list of routes to particular network
destinations.
Answer: D
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Pete, the security engineer, would like to prevent wireless
attacks on his network. Pete has implemented a security control
to limit the connecting MAC addresses to a single port.
Which of the following wireless attacks would this address?
A. Interference
B. ARP poisoning
C. Man-in-the-middle
D. Rogue access point
Answer: D
Explanation:
MAC filtering is typically used in wireless networks. In
computer networking, MAC Filtering (or GUI filtering, or layer
2 address filtering) refers to a security access control method
whereby the 48-bit address assigned to each network card is
used to determine access to the network.
MAC addresses are uniquely assigned to each card, so using MAC
filtering on a network permits and denies network access to
specific devices through the use of blacklists and whitelists.
In this question, a rogue access point would need to be able to
connect to the network to provide access to network resources.
If the MAC address of the rogue access point isn't allowed to
connect to the network port, then the rogue access point will
not be able to connect to the network.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the Functions of Transaction DBACOCKPIT There are 2
correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Maintain, Monitor and test secondary database connection
B. Maintain only HANA specific objects
C. Used to access local or remote database system
D. Use Schema for the Connections
Answer: A,C
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